ARCHITECTURAL REMNANTS™
COASTAL LIVING® PATINA
RUSTICS™ PREMIUM
PREMIUM LUSTRE™
PREMIUM
LAM

Premium Lustre™ L8700 summer tan fruitwood,
Premium L8706 midnight maple,
Premium L8709 desert tan maple
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Discover design flexibility with the
widest selection of visuals and best
overall performance in laminate flooring

Woodland Reclaim L6626 old original wood brown

Stylish and Sophisticated Beauty
Whether you choose to create a mood of exotic flair or a warm comfortable environment, you can count on rich color, texture, and the realistic
look of hardwood flooring. Armstrong has the broadest selection of wood looks for your space.

Architectural Remnants™
NEW designs and colors! Create stunning rooms that demand
attention with textural, rustic, reclaimed hardwood looks.

Coastal Living® Patina
Metal and concrete weathered by wind, sun and sea add an
unexpected element to your space. The multi-width planks create
a custom look.

Rustics™ Premium
NEW designs and colors! Standard and wide plank designs with
rustic texture, dramatic graining, and natural aging reflect the

Antique Structure L3100 milk paint

latest trends in hardwood.

Premium Lustre™
High style meets function with stunning designs. High style meets

Sustainable Flooring Solutions

function with stunning designs. This collection is one of our most

Armstrong Flooring is committed to systematically reducing our

durable laminate floors, capturing the highest AC rating (AC5).

environmental footprint while providing innovative products and
services that enable our customers to create sustainable indoor

Premium

environments. All Armstrong laminate products are tested to

Inspired by domestic and exotic hardwoods, this collection also

meet indoor air quality standards for low VOCs.

features one of our most durable laminate floors with the highest AC
rating (AC5). Use any one of these designs to create the perfect space!

Sustainability Facts

High-End Value

Serving
Low emitting composite wood:
California Air Resources Board (CARB Phase 2 Compliant)

Laminate flooring offers the look and feel of real hardwood
in a budget-friendly alternative. Whether the desired finish is
reclaimed barn or traditional, the authentic texture coupled with

As Served

ISO 14001 Plant Certification
U.S. Green Building Council Member
Canada Green Building Council Member

a low, medium or high gloss finish provides upscale visuals
which reflect a specific and unique brand presence. The durable
construction and great wear performance of the laminate make it
a perfect solution for high traffic environments.
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Millwork Block L6626 burnt ombré

More than Just a Beautiful Floor
Beneath the striking beauty and realism of our designs is the quality and durability you expect from Armstrong.

Natural Beauty

Inner Strength

Armstrong develops groundbreaking designs, brought to life in

All Armstrong commercial laminate floors are built around the

such brilliant detail they are often mistaken for the real thing.

HydraCore™Plus layer, which helps provide stability, lasting durability

MasterWorks Technology with VTx™ creates the most realistic

and moisture resistance. It gives laminate floors a more substantial

visuals in flooring through the use of innovative texture and design.

wood feel and the optimum in sound absorption.

Outer Protection

Easy Installation

Commercial environments are no worry with Armstrong laminate

Armstrong laminate installs over nearly any existing floor with no mess

flooring. Our Commercial VisionGuard wear surface provides the

and no hassle. Lock&Fold® is the fastest and easiest laminate

ultimate protection against scratches, surface spills, stains, fading,

installation available – just lock and fold and your floor is ready to enjoy.

scrapes and wear-through, making cleaning stress free.

For full warranty coverage, we require the use of Quiet Comfort™

®

The higher an AC rating – AC1 through AC5 – the better the wear

Premium Underlayment for all installations.

resistance and durability of the product. The entire collection of

Pulling product from at least three cartons during installation will

Armstrong commercial laminate floors has an abrasion test rating of

minimize pattern repeats of the plank visuals and maximize aesthetics.

AC4 or AC5.

Designed to Perform
Commercial VisionGuard wear layer – protects against scratches, surface spills, stains, fading,
scrapes and wear-through
MasterWorks Technology with VTx design layer – offers the most realistic visuals in flooring

HydraCore Plus layer – ensures stability, lasting durability and moisture resistance

Balancing Layer – provides balance and moisture resistance
Quiet Comfort Premium Underlayment – provides superior sound absorption and a seamless
moisture barrier
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Design Matters
At Armstrong ®, we take extra care to make sure the latest
technology and best techniques are used to enhance our
designs. We carefully determine what surface texture, edge
treatments, and gloss level will bring our floors to life, making
them authentic and realistic. We spare no detail to make sure all
laminate flooring visually and texturally represents the material
it replicates.

Texture
Many types of embossing techniques are used to create the best
surface texture for each design.
Embossed-in-register – A dramatic level of realism is created
by accentuating the texture aligned with the design images.
Enhancing textures such as knots, chatter marks, and wood
grains are key to realistic replication.
Overall – Texture is applied over the entire surface enhancing
the design.

Woodland Reclaim L6626 old original wood brown

Hand-scraped – A soft to heavy hand-scraped wood effect,
including chatter marks, depending on the design.

Ends & Edges
The ends and edges on individual planks give a room that
special touch.
Micro End/Micro Edge – A small
bevel is created to delineate each plank
when installed next to each other. The
bevel is small enough to enhance the
edge and the end of the plank, but not
large enough to collect dirt or dust.

Gloss
The level of gloss on a floor is what gives it the “wow” factor.
Each gloss is chosen to enrich and feature the design image.
Low – A finish that replicates the look of oil-rubbed hardwood.
Medium – A finish used most often as the aesthetic standard
for real hardwood.
High – A formal finish that shines and provides a highly
reflective surface.

Armstrong Laminates Stand Apart

Skip Planed L3106 blackened natural

From embossing techniques, realistic edge designs, and line
variations, to the lengths and widths of the flooring planks,
Armstrong considers every aspect when developing laminate
products to reflect the realism of natural hardwood. Add texture
and gloss and Armstrong laminates are more distinctive than any
other laminate products on the market today.
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Commercial Laminate

Architectural Remnants™
Woodland Reclaim provides the look of nine reclaimed
hardwoods — birch, red oak, sycamore, pine, teak, elm,
ash, white oak and hickory — in 16 unique planks.

New
Color

• Texture: Embossed-in-register / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Low
• Multiple species and multi-width planks
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Woodland Reclaim

L6626

old original wood brown
Sizes
Widths: 3.54˝, 5.59˝, 7.60˝ (90, 142, 194 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)

Note: Each carton will contain 12 visuals randomly selected out of the 16 plank
designs. When installing this multi-width product, a 5.59˝ wide plank MUST be used
in every other row. This sequence must be followed throughout the entire installation.
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Multi-width planks create a custom designed look.

Woodland Reclaim L6626 old original wood brown

Woodland Reclaim
New
Color

L3102

old original

L3101

old original dark

L6627

old original barn gray
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Commercial Laminate

Architectural Remnants™
Global Reclaim offers a stunning blend of reclaimed, exotic wood
looks — apple, eucalyptus and maple — in 18 unique planks with
dusty blush tones.
(Not all unique plank visuals are shown)
New
Design

• Texture: Overall / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Low
• Multiple species
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Global Reclaim

L6625

worldly hue

Sizes
Widths: 4.92˝ (125 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)
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Global Reclaim L6625 worldly hue
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Commercial Laminate

Architectural Remnants™
Antique Structure and Skip Planed provide the look of reclaimed
hardwoods — rustic yet refined. Each design features a rich texture
with colorations that allow for customization of the space.
(Not all unique plank visuals are shown)

• L3100: Texture: Embossed-in-register / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Low
• L3106, L3107: Texture: Overall / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Low
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Antique Structure

Antique Structure L3100 milk paint
L3100

milk paint

Skip Planed

L3106

blackened natural

Skip Planed L3106 blackened natural
L3107

blackened brown

Sizes
Widths: 7.59˝ (193 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)
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Commercial Laminate

Architectural Remnants™
Saw Mark Oak offers the look of reclaimed oak in 18 unique
planks, featuring rustic texture and today’s most popular oak colors.
(Not all unique plank visuals are shown)

• Texture: Embossed-in-register / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Low
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Saw Mark Oak

L3103

natural

L3104

gunstock

Saw Mark Oak L3104 gunstock

L3105

saddle

Sizes
Widths: 4.92˝ (125 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)
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Commercial Laminate

Coastal Living® Patina
Coastal Living Patina offers unexpected metal and concrete looks
that are weathered by the elements, bringing the elegance indoors.

• Texture: Overall / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Medium
• Multi-width planks
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Coastal Living® Patina

Coastal Living Patina L3081 ore

L3081

ore

L3082

sea wall

Sizes
Widths: 3.54˝, 5.59˝, 7.60˝ (90, 142, 194 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)

Note: When installing this multi-width product, a 5.59˝ wide plank MUST be used in
every other row. This sequence must be followed throughout the entire installation.
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Multi-width planks create a custom designed look.

Commercial Laminate

Rustics™ Premium
Reclaimed American Chestnut provides the look of one of
America’s most well-known rare and reclaimed Northern hardwoods,
beautifully enhanced with natural knots and mineral streaks.

• Texture: Hand-scraped / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Medium
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Reclaimed American Chestnut

Reclaimed American Chestnut L6604 natural

New
Color

L6604

natural

L6624

sepia

Sizes
Widths: 6.50˝ (165 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)
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Commercial Laminate

Rustics™ Premium
Forestry Mix provides a harmonious mix of three hardwood looks –
white oak, red oak and hickory – in 24 unique planks.
(Not all unique plank visuals are shown)
New
Design

• Texture: Embossed-in-register / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Low
• Multiple species
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Forestry Mix

L6620

white washed

New
Design

L6621

New
Design

gray washed

L6622

brown washed

Sizes
Widths: 5.59˝ (142 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)
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Forestry Mix L6620 white washed
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Commercial Laminate

Rustics™ Premium
Millwork Block offers the distinct look of premium oak strips,
assembled into planks, glazed with stain, and enhanced by a subtle
undulating surface treatment – in 18 unique planks.

• Texture: Hand-scraped / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Medium
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

(Not all unique plank visuals are shown)
New
Design

Millwork Block

L6623

burnt ombré

Sizes
Widths: 4.92˝ (125 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)
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Millwork Block L6623 burnt ombré
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Commercial Laminate

Rustics™ Premium
X-Grain provides the look of premium, domestic white oak,
beautifully stained and textured.

• Texture: Embossed-in-register / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Low
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

X-Grain

X-Grain L6603 khaki

L6603

sable

L6602

khaki

Sizes
Widths: 7.60˝ (193 mm)
Length: 47.83˝ (1215 mm)
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Commercial Laminate

Rustics™ Premium
Acacia offers the look of exotic wood with active graining,
realistic texture, and random length planks.

• Texture: Embossed-in-register & Hand-scraped / Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled
Gloss: Medium
• Multi-length planks
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer
• 10-Year Commercial Warranty

Acacia

Acacia L0242 natural

L0242

natural

L0243

cayenne
Sizes
Widths: 5.59˝ (142 mm)
Length: 15.75˝, 31.50˝, 47.83˝ (400, 800, 1215 mm)
47.83˝
31.50˝
15.75˝

Multi-length planks create a custom designed look.
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Commercial Laminate

Premium
Premium provides the look of domestic and tropical exotic
hardwoods. The durable construction and wear layer make it
the perfect solution for high traffic venues.

• Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: Medium
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC5 wear layer
• 15-Year Commercial Warranty

Premium

L8712

american maple

L8713

natural oak

L8708

exotic olive ash

L8711

toasty jatoba

L8714

ornamental cherry

Premium L8714 ornamental cherry
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Premium

L8706

midnight maple

L8707

forestwood ash

L8710

mystic walnut

L8709

desert tan maple

Premium L8705 tree branch walnut

L8705

tree branch walnut

Sizes
Widths: 4.92˝ (125 mm)
Length: 47.76˝ (1213 mm)
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Commercial Laminate

Premium Lustre™
Premium Lustre offers the look of premium domestic hardwoods
in a high gloss finish. The durable construction and wear layer make
it the perfect solution for high traffic venues.

• Ends & Edges: Micro-beveled / Gloss: High
• 12 mm thick planks for solid wood feel and sound absorption
• Commercial VisionGuard® with AC5 wear layer
• 15-Year Commercial Warranty

Premium Lustre

L8703

blizzard pine

L8702

adrift pine

L8704

forest brown maple

L8701

candied cherry

L8700

summer tan fruitwood

Premium Lustre L8700 summer tan fruitwood

Sizes
Widths: 4.92˝ (125 mm)
Length: 47.76˝ (1213 mm)
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Commercial Laminate

Laminate Quick Reference Guide
Collection

Thickness

Width

Length

Durability and Performance

Installation

Warranty

Premium

12 mm

4.92˝

47.76˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC5,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

15-Year Commercial

Premium Lustre™

12 mm

4.92˝

47.76˝

Commercial VisionGuard®: AC5,
HydraCore™ Plus

Lock&Fold®

15-Year Commercial

Woodland Reclaim

12 mm

3.54˝, 5.59˝,
7.60˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Global Reclaim

12 mm

4.92˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Antique Structure /
Skip Planed

12 mm

7.59˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Saw Mark Oak

12 mm

4.92˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

12 mm

3.54˝, 5.59˝,
7.60˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Reclaimed American Chestnut

12 mm

6.5˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Forestry Mix

12 mm

5.59˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Millwork Block

12 mm

4.92˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

X-Grain

12 mm

7.60˝

47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Acacia

12 mm

5.59˝

15.75˝, 31.50˝,
47.83˝

Commercial VisionGuard: AC4,
HydraCore Plus

Lock&Fold

10-Year Commercial

Architectural Remnants™

Coastal Living® Patina
Ore / Sea Wall

Rustics™ Premium

L6620 white washed

L6625 worldly hue

L6626 old original wood brown

L0242 natural

L3104 gunstock

L3106 blackened natural
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Commercial Laminate

Trim and Molding
• Full assortment of ADA-compliant trims and moldings
• A 3-in-1 aluminum piece is offered for enhanced durability
• Refer to floorexpert.com for coordinating Quarter Round and Stair Nose
Aluminum Transitions
Gold

Platinum

Bronze

Reducer

Threshold

T-Molding

Provides a smooth transition from laminate
flooring to other lower height flooring.

Finishes the space where laminate flooring
ends, such as sliding glass doors, wall bases,
door thresholds and carpet.

Fills the gap at doorways and finishes spaces
between the two areas of laminate flooring.

0.10˝

0.10˝

0.46˝

1.52˝
0.05˝

0.46˝
0.10˝

0.56˝

0.56˝

0.31˝ 0.36˝

0.11˝

1.65˝

2.22˝

0.02˝

0.05˝
0.05˝
0.25˝
0.40˝

Reducer Add On

Threshold Add On

0.11˝

0.11˝

0.09˝
0.05˝
0.31˝

0.09˝
0.05˝
0.22˝

0.31˝ 0.05˝
0.41˝

0.04˝

0.05˝
0.22˝
0.05˝
0.04˝

0.05˝

0.41˝

0.07˝
0.84˝

0.84˝
1.41˝

Color

Color #

3-in-1 Bundle

Gold

Z1

ALUZ1

Platinum

Z2

ALUZ2

Bronze

Z3

ALUZ3

Pieces/Carton

Size

1

8 ft. 10.3 in. x 2.36 in. x 0.78 in.
(2.7 m x 0.06 m x 0.02 m)

Colors coordinate with the laminate floors.

MDF Transitions
2.125˝
Quarter Round
.0625˝

The classic finish to a laminate floor — used
where the wall and floor meet. .75˝

Stair Nose (Flush)
The durability of 1.75˝
Armstrong® laminate
flooring makes a great choice for staircases.

.0625˝

1.75˝
.0625˝

.0625˝

.25˝

2.0˝

1.43˝
.0625˝

.76˝

.50˝
.75˝

.50˝
.76˝

.76˝
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Commercial Laminate

Acrylic Filler
• Colors to complement every Armstrong®
hardwood and laminate floor finish

Filler #

Armstrong
SKU #

• Quickly and easily fill small scratches, gouges
and nail holes in flooring and moldings

1

871150

Amber, Camden, Cinnamon, Clear, Curry, Desert Tan, Sahara, Sand, Sandbar,
Sepia, Spice, Tan Maple

• 3.5 oz. tubes

2

871160

Bronze, Copper, Honey Maple, Sparrow Brown, Warm Caramel

• 12 tubes per carton

3

871170

Burgundy, Burgundy Maple, Garnet

4

871180

Auburn, Caramel, Chestnut, Copper, Danville Honey, Golden Oak, Golden,
Harvest Oak, Honey Parquet, Natural Merbau, Paprika, Rust, Sandbar, Sienna
(except Shadwell), Spice Brown, Spice, Wheat

7

871183

Hazelnut, Ginger, Natural Sucupira, Antique Gold

9

871200

Antique Cherry, Cinnabar, Crimson, Molasses, Russet, Warm Spice

10

871270

Clear Maple, Cherry Natural, Country Maple, Maple Natural

11

871210

Candleglow, Rhapsody Honey, Shadwell Honey, Shadwell Sienna, Tamarisk Honey,
Terra Cotta, Umber Brown

12

871220

Almond, Balsa, Champagne, Clear, Light Oak, Natural, Standard

13

871221

Maduro Brown, Brazilian Taupe, Cocoa, Red Dusk, Barn Brown, Allspice, Carob

15

871223

Bronze

17

871230

Cambridge, Ginger Maple, Ginger, Hazelnut, L.G. Rust, Sierra Gold, Tawny Spice,
Windsor

19

871232

Tigerwood, Golden Grain, Acorn, Honey Butter, Pinecone Tan, Cinnamon, Caramel

20

871233

Santos Mahogany, Natural, Bronze, Sierra

22

871240

English Walnut

24

871250

Celery Seed, Gray Maple

26

871252

Tigerwood Natural, Cobbler Brown, Sand Dune

27

871260

Coffee, Henna, Java, Mocha, Saddle, Windsor

32

871265

Smoke Gray, Vanilla Bean

40

871272

Santos Mahogany, Natural Brazilian Cherry, Cocoa, Antique Copper, Smoked Natural,
Cinnamon Mist, Brick Dust, Bark Brown Bittersweet

43

871274

Natural, Natural Tigerwood

47

871281

Misty Gray, Silver Shade, Graphite

49

871277

Black, Graphite

Acrylic Filler

Touch-Up Kit

Color Names

Touch-Up Kits
• Colors to complement every available Armstrong laminate floor finish
• Allows you to quickly and easily restore your floor to its original beauty

Armstrong
Kit SKU #

Kit Color

• Kit includes a container of urethane to protect your repair for long-lasting durability

01151601

Orange Brown

01152601

Green/Yellow Brown

01153601

Medium Brown

01154601

Red Brown

01155601

Black/Gray/White

• Quick drying — can resume traffic on the repaired area quickly

Kit Includes:
5 Filler Sticks
2 Touch-Up Markers
1 Container of Urethane – 1/2 fl. oz. (14.78 mL)
1 Sanding Pad
1 Instruction Sheet
1 Armstrong Information Card
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Commercial Laminate

Fast and Easy Installation*
Install laminate flooring quickly and easily with Lock&Fold® technology. Simply tilt one board into another and fold down to lock in place.
Lock&Fold can be installed over most existing floors. No wait time is required after installation so the space can be occupied immediately.
Our Quiet Comfort™ Premium Underlayment offers superior sound absorption and a seamless moisture barrier.

START

LOCK

FOLD

FINISHED

*see armstrong.com/comlaminate for complete laminate installation instructions

Adhesives and Installation
Installation System
Glue-Down
Summit™ All-In-One,
ProConnect™ Acrylic or
Equalizer™ Urethane

Staple Float Locking
—

Moisture Limits
Glued Joints

MVER Calcium Chloride Test
(lbs./1000 sq. ft./24 hrs.)

Relative Humidity In-Situ Probe

EverSeal™

10 when using Summit Adhesive*
3 when using ProConnect Adhesive

85% when using Summit Adhesive*
75% when using ProConnect Adhesive

*When Summit trowel is used

Adhesives
EverSeal Flooring Adhesive

Joints

• Strong water-resistant bond between tongue and groove
• Easy cleanup
• Spread rate: 1/8˝ bead up to 100 sq. ft./16 oz. bottle; 3/32˝ bead up to 150 sq. ft./16 oz. bottle

Summit All-in-One Adhesive
• Sound diminisher, moisture barrier and crack isolation membrane*
• Easy cleanup with modified silane formula
• Spread rate: 50-60 sq. ft./gal. for wood, 70-80 sq. ft./gal. for parquet and
30-35 sq. ft./gal. for all in one application (Summit trowel included with adhesive)
• Open time: None
• Working time: 50 minutes

All-in-One
High-Moisture
85% RH*
10 CaCl*

*When Summit trowel is used

ProConnect Acrylic Adhesive

Urethane

• Strong initial grab
• Easy cleanup with water
• Spread rate: 50 sq. ft./gal. for engineered wood, 70 sq. ft./gal. for parquet
• Open time: 15 minutes
• Working time: 35-60 minutes

75% RH
3 CaCl

Equalizer Urethane Adhesive
• Moisture cured – contains no water
• Long working time
• Spread rate: 50-60 sq. ft./gal. for solid and engineered wood, 60 sq. ft./gal. for parquet
• Open time: None
• Working time: 45-60 minutes

Easy Maintenance
Maintaining your laminate floor is easy and simple to do.
Just sweep or vacuum as needed. Clean regularly with
Armstrong® Hardwood & Laminate Floor Cleaner.
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Urethane
75% RH
3 CaCl

Maintenance System

Armstrong Hardwood & Laminate Floor Cleaner

pH
Readings

5-9

Commercial Laminate

Comparative Data
Overall
Load Limit
International
Wear Layer Static
Maintainability Specifications
Thickness (nominal)
Per ASTM F 970 Durability
(1)
(2)
(2)
(nominal) (1)
PSI (kg/cm2)
(3)

Products
Architectural Remnants™
Coastal Living® Patina L3081/L3082
Rustics™ Premium
Premium Lustre™
Premium

0.47 in.
(12 mm)

Abrasion class
nominal AC4

0.0 in. – 125 psi
0.0 in. – 1500 psi

Abrasion class
nominal AC5

1. 	Overall and wear layer thicknesses are nominal and subject to normal manufacturing variances.
2. 	Subjective ratings (Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair) are in relation to other Armstrong® commercial resilient
floors. Ratings are not directly related to any one test. They are broadly based on tests and experience
of Armstrong R & D under varying conditions and circumstances. These ratings should NOT be used for

E

E

EN 13329

Fire Test Data
(4)
ASTM E 648 Flooring Radiant Panel Critical
Radiant Flux – 0.45 watts/cm2 or more
Class I ASTM E 662 Smoke Chamber Specific
Optical Smoke Density – 450 or less

comparison to ratings used by other manufacturers to rank their own products.
3. 	Reference Specifications: Armstrong products are manufactured to meet or exceed specification requirements.
4. 	Numerical flammability ratings alone may not define product performance under actual fire conditions. These
ratings are provided only for use in the selection of products to meet specified limits.

Performance Properties
Test

Method

Results

ASTM F 970
ASTM F 970 Modified
EN 13329
EN 438-2.16
EN 438-2.15
EN 438-2.18
ASTM D 2571
EN 13329
EN 13329
EN 425
EN 424
Internal Testing
Internal Testing

0.0 in. @ 125 psi
0.0 in. @ 1500 psi
5.5%
No change
Group 4; Excellent Resistance
No effect ≥ Grade 4
No effect
≥ IC 1
IP Class 5; > 6,000
No damage or visible change in appearance
No damage with type 0 indentor
No damage
> 36 lbs./in.

Gloss

60º Specular

Architechural Remnants:
L3100 – 5 to 15
L3101, L3102, L3103, L3104, L3105, L3106, L3107, L6625, L6626, L6627 – below 10
Coastal Living Patina: 15 to 25
Rustics Premium:
L6604, L6624 – 5 to 15; L0242, L0243 – 15 to 25
L6602, L6603, L6620, L6621, L6622 – below 10
L6623 – 25 to 35
Premium Lustre: approx. 55 to 75
Premium: approx. 35 to 55

Slip Resistance
Formaldehyde Emissions

ASTM D 2047
ASTM E-1333-96

> 0.50 static coefficient of friction
CARB Phase I or CARB Phase 2 Compliant

Static Load Limit
Thickness Swell
Light Stability
Stain Resistance
Resistance to Cigarette Burn
Boiling Water Resistance
Impact Resistance
Wear Resistance (Taber Abrasion)
Castor Chair Resistance
Furniture Leg Resistance
Chair Slide
Lock Strength

Sound Tests
Test

Method

Underlayment

Results*

Impact Insulation Class (IIC)
over 6 in. concrete slab with ceiling assembly

ASTM E 492
Classified by E 989

™

S-1836 Quiet Comfort Premium

> 60

Sound Transmission Class (STC)
over 6 in. concrete slab with ceiling assembly

ASTM E 90
Classified by E 413

S-1836 Quiet Comfort Premium™

> 60

*For actual performance ratings, contact TechLine at 1 888 276 7876, Option 3 or fpotechline@armstrong.com

Light Reflectivity Values in Percent
0-9
L8704
L8707

10-14
L0243
L3081
L3082
L3104
L3105
L3107
L6603
L8701
L8705
L8706
L8711
L8714

15-19

20-24

25-29

L0242
L3101
L3102
L6602
L8702
L8708

L3103
L3106
L8700

L6604
L8710
L8713

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

L6623
L6624

L6622
L6626
L6627

L6621
L8709

L6625
L8712

55-59

60-64
L3100
L8703

65-69

70-74
L6620

27

Architectural Remnants™ | Coastal Living® Patina | Rustics™ Premium | Premium Lustre™
Premium

Gauge (nominal thickness)
0.47 in. (12 mm)

Wear Layer (AC Rating)

AC4: Architectural Remnants; Coastal Living Patina; Rustics Premium
AC5: Premium Lustre; Premium

Limitations

Armstrong Laminate Flooring should not be used in areas where
excessive subfloor moisture and/or surface water is present, in produce
areas, commercial kitchens, commercial food processing areas, locker
rooms with shower facilities, operating rooms, industrial areas, exterior
areas or where pointed spikes such as golf or track shoes will be used.
Transition T-molding required in doorways and rooms larger than 80´ in
plank length and 52´ in plank width.

Suitable for Application Over

• Fully cured concrete, marble, stone, terrazzo, vinyl, or wood.
• Subfloors with radiant heating systems.
Follow instructions supplied by the manufacturer of floor heating system
and do not exceed 85º F (29º C) during normal operation of heating system.

Unsuitable for Application Over*

• Subfloors where excessive moisture or alkali are present.
• Sleeper-constructed wood subfloors, on grade or below grade.
• Lightweight aggregate concrete subfloors having a density of less than
90 lbs. per cu. ft. (1442 kg/m3) or cellular concrete having a plastic
wet density less than 100 lbs. per cu. ft. (1602 kg/m3) [94 lbs. per
cu. ft. (1506 kg/m3) dry weight], or concrete having a compressive
strength of less than 3500 psi (24 MPa). Concrete slabs with heavy
static and/or dynamic loads should have higher design strengths and
densities calculated to accommodate such loads.
Concrete curing agents, sealers, hardeners, or parting agents should
be removed.
*This does not necessarily indicate everything that you cannot install over.

TECHNICAL DATA
Shipping Weight

60 degrees specular
Architectural Remnants
L3100: 5 to 15
L3101 / L3102 / L3103 / L3104 / L3105 / L3106 / L3107 / L6625 /
L6626 / L6627: Below 10
Coastal Living Patina
15 to 25
Rustics Premium
L6604 / L6624: 5 to 15
L6602 / L6603 / L6620 / L6621 / L6622: Below 10
L0242 / L0243: 15 to 25
L6623: 25 to 35
Premium Lustre
Approx. 55 to 75
Premium
Approx. 35 to 55

Reference Specifications
EN 13329

Static Load Limit

ASTM F 970
125 lbs./sq. in. (8.788 kg/cm2)
NOTE: Floors should be protected from sharp-point loads and heavy static
loads. High-heeled traffic [(1000 psi (70.3 kg/cm2) or more] may visibly
damage wood, resilient and other floor coverings. For questions regarding
product suitability and detailed instructions for floor preparation and
installation in these applications, please contact Armstrong.

Comparative Subjective Property Ratings

Durability:
Excellent
Maintainability: Excellent
Subjective ratings (excellent, very good, good, fair) are in relation to
other Armstrong commercial resilient floors. Ratings are not directly
related to any one test. They are broadly based on tests and experience
of Armstrong Research and Development under varying conditions and
circumstances. These ratings should not be used for comparison to
ratings used by other manufacturers to rank their own products.

Fire Test Data

ASTM E 648 Flooring Radiant Panel Critical Radiant Flux –
0.45 watts/cm2 or more, Class I
ASTM E 662 Smoke Chamber Specific Optical Smoke Density –
450 or less
Numerical flammability ratings alone may not define the performance of
the product under actual fire conditions. These ratings are provided only
for use in the selection of products to meet the specified limits.

Commercial Laminate installations do not require commercial cleaning
and buffing machines. Just vacuum, dust mop or sweep to remove
excess debris.
It is generally a good idea to use 100% silicone caulk in areas of rooms
where excessive moisture may be present.
For best floor care results:
• Water should not be used to maintain your laminate floor.
• Soap-based detergents or “mop and shine” products are not
recommended for use on laminate floors as these may leave a dull
film on your floor.
• Floor machines, buffers and scrubbers are not recommended for
maintaining laminate floors.
• Abrasive cleansers, abrasive scrubbing pads, steel wool or scouring
powders may scratch the floor if used.
• Do not apply wax or polish your floor.
• Laminate flooring, like other types of smooth finish floors, can become
slippery when wet. Immediately wipe up wet areas from spills, foreign
substances or wet feet.
• Remove tough spots like shoe polish, tar and asphalt driveway seal
with adhesive cleaner , low-odor mineral spirits or nail polish remover
containing acetone (follow instructions on label). Then wipe with a
damp cloth.
• Place a natural or colorfast mat at outside entrances to collect
tracked-in dirt and absorb excess moisture. Also place wipe off mats at
the inside of every entrance.
• For added protection, use Armstrong floor protectors on chairs and
other furniture. The heavier the item, the wider the floor protector
should be.
• When using a vacuum cleaner, disengage the beater bar and use the
bare floor setting.
• Metal caster wheels can damage the floor. Instead, we recommend
using soft wheels wide enough to support the load.
• For minor abrasions or scratches, use a touch-up kit or acrylic filler
to repair.
• Major damage can be repaired with a plank replacement.
Daily/Regular Maintenance
Light Commercial/Commercial Foot Traffic:
• Sweep, dust mop or vacuum your floor on a frequent basis. Do not use
mops with oil treated covers. Regularly clean your floor with Armstrong
Hardwood & Laminate Floor Cleaner. Do not allow excess cleaner to
remain on the floor surface as excess will damage the flooring.
• Surface dirt, grit, grease or high heel marks should be addressed
immediately.

WARRANTIES

Armstrong warrants its regular (first quality) commercial floors and wall
base to be free from manufacturing defects and warrants the installation
integrity for applicable products and years from the date of purchase, if
installed according to the installation and maintenance instructions at
armstrong.com. This warranty extends only to the original end-user. See
Armstrong Commercial Floor Warranty at armstrong.com for warranty
details, limitations and exclusions.
Architectural Remnants, Coastal Living Patina, Rustics Premium: 10 years
Premium Lustre, Premium: 15 years

INSTALLATION
Job Conditions

Subfloors/underlayments shall be dry, clean and smooth. They shall be
free from paint, varnish, solvents, wax, oil, existing adhesive residue, or
other foreign matter. For more detailed requirements of concrete, wood
and metal subfloors, as well as wood and trowelable underlayments,
refer to the installation instructions at armstrong.com.
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NOTE: To minimize pattern repeats in the floor and maximize aesthetics, you
must pull product from at least three different cartons during installation.

ISO 9001

EN BUILDING
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Moisture testing must be performed on all concrete slabs regardless
of their age or grade level. Moisture Vapor Emission Rate (MVER) using
Calcium Chloride (ASTM F 1869) and/or percent relative humidity (ASTM
F 2170) tests must be conducted.

CONS

Architectural Remnants
L3100 / L3106 / L3107: 34.17 lbs./carton (15 kg), 6 pieces/carton
(15.14 ft.2)
L3101 / L3102 / L6626 / L6627: 50.39 lbs./carton (23 kg), (22.23 ft.2)
3.54˝ (90 mm) – 3 pieces/carton
5.59˝ (142 mm) – 6 pieces/carton
7.60˝ (194 mm) – 3 pieces/carton
L6625 / L3103 / L3104 / L3105: 29.48 lbs./carton (15 kg), 8 pieces/
carton (13.07 ft.2)
Coastal Living Patina
50.39 lbs./carton (23 kg), (22.25 ft.2)
3.54˝ (90 mm) – 3 pieces/carton
5.59˝ (142 mm) – 6 pieces/carton
7.60˝ (194 mm) – 3 pieces/carton

Gloss (typical value)

Easy to maintain – no polish required.

NADA

Architectural Remnants
L3100 / L3106 / L3107: 7.59 in. x 47.83 in. (193 mm x 1215 mm)
L3101 / L3102 / L6626 / LL6627: 3.54 in. / 5.59 in. / 7.60 in. x 47.83 in.
(90 mm / 142 mm / 194 mm x 1215 mm)
L6625 / L3103 / L3104 / L3105: 4.92 in. x 47.83 in.
(125 mm x 1215 mm)
Coastal Living Patina
3.54 in. / 5.59 in. / 7.60 in. x 47.83 in. (90 mm / 142 mm / 194 mm x
1215 mm)
Rustics Premium
L6604 / L6624: 6.50 in. x 47.83 in. (165 mm x 1215 mm)
L6620 / L6621 / L6622: 5.59 in. x 47.83 in. (142 mm x 1215 mm)
L0242 / L0243: 5.59 in. x 15.75 in. / 31.50 in. / 47.83 in.
(142 mm x 400 mm / 800 mm / 1215 mm)
L6623: 4.92 in. x 47.83 in. (125 mm x 1215 mm)
L6602/L6603: 7.60 in. x 47.83 in. (193 mm x 1215 mm)
Premium Lustre
4.92 in. x 47.76 in. (125 mm x 1213 mm)
Premium
4.92 in. x 47.76 in. (125 mm x 1213 mm)

MAINTENANCE

CA

Size

Rustics Premium
L6604 / L6624: 34.16 lbs./carton (15 kg), 7 pieces/carton (15.11 ft.2)
L6620 / L6621 / L6622: 34.41 lbs./carton (17 kg), 9 pieces/carton
(16.71 ft.2)
L0242 / L0243: 33.39 lbs./carton (15 kg), 12 pieces (4 per length)/
carton (14.77 ft.2)
L6623: 30.10 lbs./carton (14 kg), 8 pieces/carton (13.07 ft.2)
L6602 / L6603: 34.24 lbs./carton (16 kg), 6 pieces/carton (15.14 ft.2)
Premium Lustre
29.48 lbs./carton (13 kg), 8 pieces/carton (13.09 ft.2)
Premium
29.48 lbs./carton (13 kg), 8 pieces/carton (13.09 ft.2)
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A rigid floor covering consisting of thin sheets of fibrous material,
impregnated with melamine resins, and pressed on a substrate
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